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The IPCC special report on the ocean and cryosphere in a changing climate (SROCC)

highlights with high confidence that declining Arctic sea ice extents and increased

ship-based transportation are impacting the livelihoods of Arctic Indigenous peoples.

Current IPCC assessments cannot address the local scale impacts and adaptive needs

of Arctic Indigenous communities based on the global, top-down model approaches

used. Inuit maintain the longest unrecorded climate history of sea ice in Canada, and

to support Inuit community needs, a decolonized, Inuit knowledge-based approach

was co-developed in the community of Mittimatalik, Nunavut (Canada) to create the

Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga (sea ice climate atlas) 1997–2019. This paper presents

the novel approach used to develop the atlas based on Inuit knowledge, earth

observations and Canadian Ice Service (CIS) sea ice charts, and demonstrates its

application. The atlas provides an adaptation tool that Mittimatalik can use to share

locations of known and changing sea ice conditions to plan for safe sea ice travel. These

maps can also be used to support the safety and situational awareness of territorial

and national search and rescue partners, often coming from outside the region and

having limited knowledge of local sea ice conditions. The atlas demonstrates the scientific

merit of Inuit knowledge in environmental assessments for negotiating a proposal to

extend the shipping seasons for the nearby Mary River Mine. The timing and rates of

sea ice freeze-up (October–December) in Mittimatalik are highly variable. There were no

significant trends to indicate that sea ice is freezing up later to support increased shipping

opportunities into the fall. The atlas shows that the first 2 weeks of November are critical

for landfast ice formation, and icebreaking at this time would compromise the integrity

of the sea ice for safe travel, wildlife migration and reproduction into the winter months.

There was evidence that sea ice break-up (May–July) and the fracturing of the nearby

floe edge have been occurring earlier in the last 10 years (2010–2019). Shipping earlier

into the break-up season could accelerate the break-up of an already declining sea ice

travel season, that Inuit are struggling to maintain.
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INTRODUCTION

The International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special
Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate
(SROCC) outlines that between 1979 and 2018, sea ice in
the Arctic decreased by ∼13% per decade (IPCC, 2019, p.
6). This decline in sea ice is expected to continue into the
mid-century having significant impacts on Arctic Indigenous
peoples nutritional, cultural, and overall health and well-ness
(IPCC, 2019, p. 15). Inuit communities are already dealing with
dangerous sea ice travel conditions, limiting access to critical
hunting locations and country food sources, and causing high
rates of search and rescue, injury, trauma, and tragic deaths
(Durkalec et al., 2014; Clark et al., 2016a,b; Driscoll et al., 2016;
Kenny et al., 2018b; Ford et al., 2019). Additionally, the surge
in shipping activity as a result of changing ice conditions is
also impacting Arctic Indigenous peoples (IPCC, 2019). In the
Canadian Arctic there has been a three-fold increase in the
distance traveled by ships between 1990 and 2015 (Pizzolato
et al., 2014, 2016; Dawson et al., 2018). This exposes Indigenous
coastal communities to a higher risk of accidents, pollution,
noise, invasive species, and disruptions to subsistence hunting
areas, wildlife reproduction, populations, and migration routes
(Huntington et al., 2015; ICC-Alaska, 2015; Meredith et al.,
2019).

IPCC assessments are limited in addressing the climate
change questions of Arctic Indigenous communities because
of the global scale used in predictive models. Also, the
top-down, model-focused approaches used by a majority of
assessments are also a barrier to addressing the specific sea
ice climate change adaptive needs of Arctic communities (Ford
et al., 2012). Inadequate supports to engage meaningfully with
Indigenous peoples limits an understanding of the cumulative
impacts of colonialism and climate change on Arctic Indigenous
communities (Ford et al., 2012; Cameron et al., 2015; IPCC, 2019,
p. 15). For example, increased shipping and changes to on-ice
travel are not mutually exclusive impacts. In the Inuit community
of Mittimatalik (Nunavut, Canada; Figure 1), shipping and on-
ice travel are in direct conflict with one another.

Sikumiut are a committee of Inuit sea ice users that
govern the SmartICE community-based sea ice monitoring
program (http://www.smartice.org/ice-safety) in Mittimatalik.
Sikumiut members wanted to be able to share with younger
generations where and when the sea ice is changing to support
safer on-ice travel. Sikumiut also wanted to investigate the
potential impacts of a proposed extension to the shipping
season by Baffinland Iron Mines (BIM), the company that
operates the Mary River iron ore mine and port near the
community (Figure 1). Sikumiut are concerned about BIMs
proposal to ship earlier during sea ice break-up and later
as the sea ice is freezing. The nearby sinaa (floe edge), a
stable landfast sea ice edge critical for community hunting,
is highly anticipated during the freeze-up season. Avoiding
disturbances to the sinaa and tuvaq (landfast ice) as they
form is critical to community members for safe sea ice
travel throughout the season, as well as for wildlife habitat
and migration.

This collaborative research project with Sikumiut began in
2017. In earlier phases of our work sea ice travel safety maps
for the winter and spring travel seasons were developed based
on Sikumiut’s Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (Wilson et al., in press).
Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ) is commonly used to describe Inuit
knowledge, but it also encompasses all aspects of Inuit “values,
world-view, language, social organization, knowledge, life skills,
perceptions, and expectations” (Government of Nunavut and
Nunavut Department of Education, 2007). As a result, these
IQ-based sea ice maps share more than locations of safe
and hazardous ice conditions. Embedded in the Inuktitut
place names and sea ice terms are important information
for sea ice travel and survival (Wilson et al., in press).
These Sikumiut sea ice IQ travel safety maps also provide
a time-integrated baseline of the winter and spring sea ice
travel conditions for Mittimatalik. Typically, meteorologists
call these baselines “climatologies,” comprising databases of
historical weather or sea ice observations (WMO, 2017). These
climatologies are used to compare and track changes over
time, and are used particularly to monitor climate change
trends. Sikumiut’s IQ-based sea ice climatology is maintained
by passing down their IQ through generations, and orally
sharing their extensive and recent travel experiences on the
sea ice. Sikumiut’s sea ice climatology is therefore not in a
database, but exits in the collective minds of these expert sea
ice travelers. Also, their climatology is not focused on ice
conditions in a general scientific sense, but more specifically
on ice conditions supporting safe travel and spatio-temporal
patterns of ice features that support hunting. To support
Sikumiut’s climate change adaptation needs, a novel approach
was co-developed to document for the first time their sea
ice IQ to create the Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga (sea ice
climate atlas).

The goals of this paper are three-fold. First, we outline
the unique IQ-based research co-production approach
that utilized earth observations and Canadian Ice Service
(CIS) sea ice charts to create a sea ice climatology for the
community of Mittimatalik. We present how Sikumiut’s
IQ was the foundation for the development, analysis and
production of the final maps in the siku asijjipallianinga.
Second, we present the utility of the atlas in summarizing
Mittimatalik’s sea ice trends (averages, variability, spatial
changes) over the 23-year climatological period (1997–
2019). Third, we demonstrate the value of such IQ-based,
community-scale sea ice climatologies for local and
regional scales.

This paper does not include an analysis of the atmospheric
drivers for local sea ice change in Mittimatalik. This would
normally accompany the presentation of a regional sea ice
climatology, but this was not requested by Sikumiut. Also, this
paper is not an example of integrating or incorporating IQ into
western science. In this IQ-based sea ice climatology, we utilized
other data sources to address Inuit specific research questions.
This paper provides an example of an IQ-based research co-
production approach in practice, including supplementary data
sources, to fill the climate knowledge gaps and support adaptation
needs for the community of Mittimatalik.
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FIGURE 1 | Geographical location of the community of Mittimatalik, Nunavut, Canada. Background image MODIS True Color Composite, June 9, 2019 (NASA, 2019).

BACKGROUND

In this background section we briefly review the impacts of
climate change and colonialism on safe sea ice travel across Inuit
Nunangat. Inuit Nunangat is the Inuit homeland in Canada that
covers the four Inuit land claim settlement regions of: Inuvialuit
Settlement Region (Northwest Territories), Nunavut, Nunavik
(northern Québec), and Nunatsiavut (northern Labrador)
(ITK, 2018). We also present the Inuit community of
Mittimatalik, outline our 6-year research co-production journey,
introduce the research partners and co-authors, and how
the need for a Mittimatalik sea ice climatology evolved.
Finally, we review the current information sources available
to build sea ice climatologies at community scales in the
Canadian Arctic. In this paper we use the Mittimatalik
Inuktitut sea ice and geographic terms and Table 1 has
been provided for reference to the equivalent English terms
while reading.

Climate and Colonial Impacts for Safe Sea
Ice Travel
The IPCC SROCC defines climate as the “average weather . . .
over a period of time ranging from months to thousands or

millions of years” (Portner et al., 2019, p. 680). In Inuktitut there
is no word for climate or climate change. The closest word to
climate in Inuktitut is sila, which has been defined as weather
and the spiritual power that controls weather (Fox, 2004; Leduc,
2007). In Inuktitut, the term silaup qanuinnirigajuktanga is now
used for climate and the direct translation from Inuktitut is
“[t]he usual temperature, rain or snow and wind conditions of
an area over a very long number of seasons” (GN and NTI, 2005,
p. 39). Climate change is defined as “A change in the state of
the climate that can be identified (e.g., by using statistical tests)
by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties
and that persists for an extended period, typically decades or
longer” (Portner et al., 2019, p. 680). The Inuktitut term silaup
asijjiqpallianinga is the term used for climate change and has
various definitions that include: “A difference in the usual and
extreme global temperatures that is not just a short cycle, but
lasts for decades” (GN and NTI, 2005, p. 35); and the “ongoing
and continuous change in sila” (Cameron et al., 2015, p. 278).
The Inuktitut term sila is much more nuanced. For the context
of this paper we are using the Government of Nunavut and
Nunavut Tunnagavik Inc., Definitions (2005), but for a more in-
depth discussion see (Fox, 2004; Leduc, 2007; Cameron et al.,
2015).
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TABLE 1 | Mittimatalik Inuktitut sea ice terms and geographic place names with

English equivalent terms and definitions.

Inuktitut term English equivalent

Aajuraq Lead (singular). A crack in the sea ice that

gets wider in the spring and is not always

possible to cross

Aajurait Leads (plural). Cracks in the sea ice that

gets wider in the spring and are not always

possible to cross

Imaqainnaujattuq ukiutamaa Water that runs from glaciers onto the sea

ice and melts it.

Ivujuk Ridges, high areas of rough ice you have

to travel around

Mittimatalik Pond Inlet

Mittimatalingmiut People of Mittimatalik

Nagguti A crack in the ice that refreezes in winter.

Narrow enough to cross but can be

dangerous

Naggutiit Cracks in the ice that refreeze in winter.

Narrow enough to cross but can be

dangerous

Sila Weather and climate

Silaup qanuinnirigajuktanga Climate

Silaup asijjiqpallianinga Climate change

Siku Sea ice

Siku asijjipallianinga Changes to the sea ice (sea ice atlas)

Sikumiut People of the sea ice, self-titled name of

the Inuit management committee that

governs the SmartICE community-based

sea ice monitoring program (smartice.org)

in Mittimatalik

Siku saattuq aragulimaamik Thin ice all year

Siku saattuq upingaat pigiarningani Thin ice in spring

Sinaa Floe edge (singular)

Sinaangit Floe edges (plural)

Sirmilik Bylot Island. The place of glaciers

Tasiujaq Eclipse Sound marine region

Tursukattak Pond Inlet marine region

Tuvaq Landfast sea ice

Environmental changes to sea ice travel is having profound
impacts on the physical, cultural, and mental health of Inuit
(Cunsolo Willox et al., 2013; Ford et al., 2013b; Durkalec et al.,
2015; Pearce et al., 2015). Sea ice provides a stable platform to
access country food (wild food from plants and animals, which
is gathered and caught from the land and ocean). Changing
weather and sea ice conditions are limiting Inuit access to critical
hunting locations and country food sources (Laidler et al., 2009;
Clark et al., 2016a; Kenny et al., 2018b). The high cost of store-
bought foods in Inuit Nunangat means Inuit food insecurity rates
are eight times higher than the rest of Canada (Kenny et al.,
2018a). Inuit are now having to navigate new, longer, and more
dangerous routes on the sea ice to access country food, which
increases the risk of becoming lost in unfamiliar areas. Changes
to traditional sea ice routes have also led to the use of more
fuel, running out of gas, breaking through unexpected areas of

thin ice, having to travel over rough ice and/or land resulting in
snowmobiles and other equipment being lost and damaged (Ford
et al., 2007; Durkalec et al., 2015; Driscoll et al., 2016; Fawcett
et al., 2018). Search and rescue requests have not only increased
due to changing weather and sea ice conditions, but also due
to mechanical breakdown and running out of gas (Durkalec
et al., 2014; Clark et al., 2016a). Rates of unintentional injury and
trauma are extremely high in Inuit Nunangat, and in Nunavut
specifically they “are more than twice the national average. . . and
the leading cause of morbidity and mortality” (Durkalec et al.,
2014; Clark et al., 2016a, p. 44).

As identified in the IPCC SROCC, climate change has left
some experienced hunters doubting their weather and sea ice
forecasting skills (IPCC, 2019); however, many hunters still have
confidence in their IQ to navigate and make critical decisions on
the sea ice, even under changing sea ice conditions (Gearheard
et al., 2006; Pearce et al., 2010; Wilson et al., in press). The high
rates of sea ice related injury and search and rescue experienced
by Inuit are not simply due to climate change, but are intertwined
with the ongoing effects of colonialism that have weakened
the transmission of sea ice IQ through reduced language and
practice (Tester and Kulchyski, 1997; Damas, 2002; MacDonald,
2018). The transition of Inuit into settlements, wage labor,
and residential schools resulted in generations of Inuit being
deprived of the time and access to the sea ice to develop this IQ
through observations and experiences with parents and Elders
(Tester and Kulchyski, 1997; Damas, 2002; QIA, 2014; TRC,
2015; MacDonald, 2018). Colonialism has left some Inuit unable
to communicate in Inuktitut, impacting their ability to learn,
understand, and share sea ice conditions and experiences with
hunters and Elders (Heyes, 2011; Pearce et al., 2011; Ford et al.,
2013a). Despite these challenges, sea ice IQ has endured and
continues to be gained through experience and practice. Inuit
continue to share their sea ice observations and knowledge to
make safe sea ice travel decisions (Pearce et al., 2010; Ford et al.,
2013a; Gearheard et al., 2013; ICC-Canada, 2014; Wilson et al., in
press).

Evolution of the Research Partnership and
Project
The community of Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet) is located at the
northern tip of Baffin Island in Nunavut (Figure 1). It has a
population of ∼1,600 people, of which 92% are Inuit and speak
Inuktitut as their first language (Statistics Canada, 2017). The
sea ice around the community begins to freeze in late October,
and is normally safe for travel by mid-November once the ice
becomes tuvaq (land-fast ice or stable sea ice that is frozen to
the land) (Wilson et al., in press). Mittimatalingmiut (people of
Mittimatalik) travel on the sea ice to hunt and fish for country
food (caribou, narwhal, beluga, seal, and charr) and to spend
time away from town at family cabins. Areas commonly traveled
around Mittimatalik discussed in this paper include: Navy Board
Inlet, Tasiujaq (Eclipse Sound), and Tursukattak (Pond Inlet;
Figure 1). There are two sinaangit (plural of sinaa = floe edges)
in the region, one at the entrance to Navy Board Inlet and one at
the entrance to Tursukattak (Figure 1). Sinaangit are stable edges
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of tuvaq, located beside areas of open water that remain clear of
ice throughout most of the sea ice season. The Tursukattak sinaa
is located ∼65 km from the community and is one of the main
hunting and fishing locations that Mittimatalingmiut use from
December to early July.

Mittimatalingmiut want to maintain their sea ice travel,
and are looking to additional information sources to augment
their decision-making. Some members of the community heard
about SmartICE and invited Trevor Bell to Mittimatalik in
2015 to discuss how SmartICE could support the community’s
sea ice travel safety concerns. SmartICE (smartice.org) is a
work integration social enterprise that provides ice thickness
measurements for Inuit communities using: in-situ instruments
(SmartBUOYs) located at strategic travel locations on the sea
ice; and a mobile sensor (SmartQAMUTIK) towed behind a
snowmobile throughout the season on the main sea ice trails
(Bell et al., 2014). Bell and Katherine Wilson spent 2 years
developing relationships and trust to establish an Inuit-led
SmartICE operations team in Mittimatalik. Bell is a co-author
on this paper, a co-supervisor for Wilson, and the founder
of SmartICE. Wilson, the lead author of this paper, is a PhD
candidate with Memorial University of Newfoundland. She is
also an employee of the Government of Canada for over 25 years,
currently with the Canadian Ice Service (17 years in total), part
of Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC). Wilson
returned to school in 2015 under the co-supervision of Bell and
Gita Ljubicic (McMaster University, also co-author), to retrain
in decolonizing and Indigenous research approaches, and to put
into practice a different way of doing research that empowers
Inuit self-determination (Wilson et al., 2020).

Andrew Arreak, co-author, lives inMittimatalik and was hired
and trained in 2015 as the SmartICE community operator, now
the Nunavut Operations Lead for the Qikiqtaaluk North (Baffin)
region of Nunavut. In 2016, a 10-person management committee
of Elders, experienced sea ice users and youth was established
to govern SmartICE in Mittimatalik. Sikumiut, which means
“people of the sea ice” in Inuktitut, is the self-titled name of
the management committee (also co-authors on this paper, see
Acknowledgments for list of members). Over these initial 2 years,
Sikumiut began to share their concerns with Bell and Wilson
about previous research relationships and younger Inuit lacking
the necessary IQ needed to travel safely on the sea ice.

In 2017, our third year working together, we spent time
planning the research focus and co-developing a cross-cultural
research approach, called the Sikumiut Model (Wilson et al.,
2020), with six goals:

1. Support Inuit self-determination in research;
2. Embrace Inuit decision-making;
3. Prioritize community-based research needs;
4. Develop Inuit specific values for research;
5. Strengthen Inuit youth capacity; and
6. Change the role of non-indigenous research partners.

In the Sikumiut Model, the research is focused on community
research needs and building Inuit youth capacity in research.
As a result, we worked to change the status quo, and the role

FIGURE 2 | (A) Sikumiut members mapping their sea ice IQ, November 2018.

Photo credit Katherine Wilson. (B) Sikumiut members reviewing the

Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga maps, March 2021. Photo credit Shelly

Elverum.

of the non-Indigenous research partners was reconceptualized
as facilitators and mentors to train Inuit youth in Mittimatalik
to do this research themselves. Arreak was hired as the Inuit
youth researcher to work on this project alongside his part-
time SmartICE duties. To formalize the co-produced research
approach, an agreement between Sikumiut and Memorial
University was developed, which outlined the project goals, as
well as roles and responsibilities of the Inuit and non-Indigenous
project partners (Wilson, 2018). The research agreement also
specified that the knowledge and data from this project are owned
by Sikumiut, and they gave consent to Wilson to publish the
results as part of her PhD requirements.

In 2018 we began the research phase of the project. Sikumiut
wanted to first document and share their sea ice IQ with the
next generation to improve safe sea ice travel in the community.
During 2018, workshops were held to document Sikumiut’s sea
ice terminology and to map Sikumiut’s knowledge of safe and
dangerous sea ice travel areas from winter to early summer as the
sea ice is breaking up (Figures 2A, 3). Between 2019 and 2021
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FIGURE 3 | Sikumiut seasonal sea ice safety travel maps (A) Winter sea ice IQ travel map, November to April; (B) spring sea ice IQ travel map, May to July. See

on-line versions at http://www.smartice.org/ice-safety.

this sea ice IQ was made accessible to the community through
the development of a sea ice terminology booklet, posters and
seasonal maps of safe and dangerous areas to travel (Wilson et
al., in press).

Over several meetings Sikumiut members discussed that while
the sea ice freezes and breaks up differently each year, changes
in sea ice conditions are now beyond what they would consider
normal. Sikumiut members were interested in understanding
where the sea ice was becoming more dangerous, so they could
adapt their travel routes to maintain their hunting and fishing
activities. In addition, Sikumiut were also concerned about a
request from BIM to extend the shipping to/from the mine into
the sea ice season. Figure 1 shows the current shipping route
from Baffin Bay, past the community, into Tasiujaq and down
Milne Inlet currently used during the average open water season
(August 5 to October 15). BIM wants to increase production
at the mine, which would necessitate more shipping to export
the ore. The company has proposed starting to ship 2–3 weeks
sooner in the summer (as of July 15), and later into the fall
(until November 15; Bourbonnais et al., 2016). These shipping
dates were proposed based on the analysis of CIS charts and
satellite imagery (1980–2016) to understand the historical sea ice
conditions in the region, and determine the vessel class, safety
and feasibility of shipping in the shoulder seasons (Bourbonnais
et al., 2016). The assessment concluded that shipping into the

shoulder seasons was possible based on the use of various ice-
strengthened vessel classes (Bourbonnais et al., 2016). Sikumiut
are concerned about the impacts of icebreaking in the fall as
tuvaq, along with the Tursukattak sinaa, are forming at this
time, and changes to fall sea ice could impact travel safety
throughout the subsequent winter and spring ice seasons. For
example, shipping in the fall will leave large tracks of deformed,
rough ice, dangerous for navigation during the dark months
and cutting off traditional travel routes (Figure 1; Sikumiut,
2021). Sikumiut are also concerned that icebreaking earlier in
the summer could further accelerate sea ice break-up and black
carbon emissions from ships could change the albedo of the sea
ice (Sikumiut, 2021). Changes to the sinaa and tuvaq could have
critical consequences for Mittimatalingmiut for sea ice travel
safety, in accessing hunting areas, for spring seal reproduction
on the ice, and for polar bear migration. Additional concerns are
due to the noise from icebreaking and the effects on local seal and
narwhal populations (Sikumiut, 2021).

Discussions across many Sikumiut meetings evolved around
the need to document Mittimatalik’s historical sea ice conditions
and develop a baseline of sea ice knowledge for the region. This
sea ice baseline would be analyzed to understand:

• where and when the sea ice is changing to adapt sea
ice travel; and
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• how shipping later during sea ice freeze-up and earlier
during sea ice break-up could compromise the safety of
Mittimatalingmiut on-ice travel.

It was also important for Sikumiut to have this baseline to
compare ongoing changes to sea ice, and the potential cumulative
effects of shipping through the sea ice. To address Sikumiut’s
climate change adaptation and shipping impact questions, we
needed to co-develop a novel way to create a Mittimatalik-
specific sea ice climatology.

Available Date to Support
Community-Scale Sea Ice Climatologies
Wilson started by reviewing the available satellite, CIS ice
charts and in-situ datasets for the Mittimatalik region at a
variety of scales to determine how additional data sources
could supplement Sikumiut’s IQ for a Mittimatalik specific sea
ice climatology.

Satellite Data
The most widely used sea ice climatology comes from the
Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) satellites (NSIDC,
2021). SSM/I satellites have been imaging the polar regions since
1978, providing a 44-year-long database to monitor changing
sea ice conditions (Stroeve and Meier, 2018). However, the
spatial resolution of SSM/I imagery is on the order of 25 km,
and community sea ice conditions are indiscernible from the
topography of the Canadian Arctic archipelago in this imagery
(Cooley et al., 2020; NSIDC, 2021).

Two other types of satellite sensors are optimal for sea
ice monitoring: optical; and synthetic aperture radar (SAR).
Optical satellites, such as NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and the European Space Agency’s
Sentinel-2 (ESA, 2019; NASA, 2019), are dependent on sunlight
and therefore cannot image the earth’s surface when there are
clouds or during winter polar darkness in northern latitudes.
MODIS images the Mittimatalik region daily at a resolution of
250m and there is an archive of imagery dating back to the year
2000 (Figure 1). MODIS has been used successfully to develop
climatologies of landfast ice break-up for Inuit communities
using cloud free imagery during the spring and summer seasons
with long daylight hours (Cooley et al., 2020). SARs, such as
RADARSAT 1 and 2 (CSA, 2019) and Sentinel-1 (ESA, 2019),
have their own energy source that send and receive microwave
wavelengths to measure the roughness of the earth’s surface. This
built-in energy source allows for monitoring during the dark
Arctic winters, approximately mid-November to mid-February
(3 months). The microwave wavelengths of SARs can also
penetrate most cloud cover, providing year-round imaging of the
Arctic surface. The RADARSAT imagery archive dates back to
1997, with a majority of the imagery in a ScanSAR Wide beam
mode with a 100m resolution (Figure 4B).

Ice Charts
The longest recorded sea ice archive for Canada is based at the
CIS (ECCC, 2021). Since 1968 the CIS has been monitoring
sea ice to support summertime marine navigation and Arctic

community re-supply (Shokr and Sinha, 2015). Between 1968
and 1995, detailed daily ice charts were produced using a
combination of visual and SAR aerial reconnaissance missions,
low-resolution satellite data, and meteorological information. In
1996, the CIS transitioned to using RADARSAT as their primary
data source to operationally monitor sea ice in the Canadian
Arctic (Ramsay et al., 1996, 1998). The CIS produces detailed
daily ice charts for the major shipping routes in the Arctic during
the summer season. In the fall, as the sea ice starts to freeze-
up, ships leave the Arctic and the CIS transitions to weekly, less
detailed regional charts to monitor the sea ice conditions over
the winter months until break-up the following summer. The CIS
archive now captures three 30-year climatological periods: 1971–
2000; 1981–2010; and 1991–2020. CIS climatological products
have been developed to generate sea ice climate normal maps
and graphs to review change and variability in sea ice conditions
in Canada. The CIS climatology has been created at a regional
scale for the Western Arctic, Eastern Arctic and Hudson Bay
and are not at a scale to capture the ice conditions for the
Mittimatalik region (ECCC, 2021). However, the weekly charts
in the CIS archive do provide some details of Mittimatalik ice
conditions and are an additional data source for the community
climatology (Figure 4A).

In-situ Observations
The Arctic Research Establishment (ARE) was a private research
station run by the Steltner family based in Mittimatalik between
1975 and 1989. ARE collected oceanographic and sea ice
data for ship engineering and ice-breaking research. Some
Sikumiut members had worked for ARE taking measurements
and requested that these data be relocated and returned to
them. Between 2016 and 2018, Wilson searched Canadian
archives, contacted retired scientists and eventually connected
with members of the Steltner family. The data collection had
been kept in the family home in southern Ontario and the data
included environmental observations recorded in field books,
reports, photographs, and on film. Bell sought funding to archive
this dataset, and between 2019 and 2020 the collection was
scanned, sorted, and boxed up. Digital copies of the collection
are now in the community of Mittimatalik, but several years
of work are still required to review and enter the observations
into a database for research. The Steltner family donated the
ARE collection to the Government of Nunavut and the physical
records are now stored in their archives currently housed
in Ottawa.

Community-based monitoring (CBM) has been gaining
significant interest to fill gaps in sparse Arctic environmental
information (Johnson et al., 2015). The benefits of CBM
approaches include year round monitoring, conducted by the
Indigenous peoples who live in the region, and in providing local
scale information that Arctic communities can use to address
their own research needs (Johnson et al., 2015). SmartICE is
a CBM service that was established to monitor sea ice in the
community of Mittimatalik in 2016. However, the current length
of the SmartICE record (5 years) is not yet long enough for use in
the Mittimatalik climatology.
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FIGURE 4 | (A) CIS eastern Arctic regional ice chart for October 22, 2018 (ECCC, 2020); (B) RADARSAT-2 ScanSAR Wide image of the Mittimatalik region, October

22, 2018 (CSA, 2019).

Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit
Inuit hold the only long term and consistent record of sea ice
in the Canadian Arctic. Riedlinger and Berkes (2001) discuss
how IQ is a source of climate history and can provide a baseline
to assess change and fill Arctic monitoring gaps. However, in
reviewing the literature we found no practical examples where
IQ was mobilized for its climate history.

The Sikumiut maps that were co-produced in 2018 share the
IQ of known locations of safe and hazardous ice conditions by
season (Figures 2A, 3A,B). The winter travel map highlights
dangerous areas such as reoccurring naggutiit (cracks in the ice
that can be easily crossed), ivujuk (ridges, high areas of rough
ice you have to travel around), and siku saattuq aragulimaamik
(thin ice all year; Figure 3A). The spring maps show new
and expanding dangerous travel areas such as aajurait (leads,
cracks in the sea ice that get wider in the spring are always
possible to cross), siku saattuq upingaat pigiarningani (thin
ice in spring), and imaqainnaujattuq ukiutamaa (water that
runs from the glaciers; Figure 3B). These maps provide an IQ-
based climatology for the region of Mittimatalik; however, the
information on which they are based is not in a database, they
exist in the collective memory of Sikumiut members.

Based on the assessment of available sea ice information
sources for Mittimatalik we had the following four: (1) Sikumiut’s

IQ; (2) the CIS charts (1968 to present); (3) RADARSAT 1
and 2 (1997 to present) imagery; and (4) MODIS imagery
(2000 to present). The overlapping time period of the available
information was from 1997 to 2019, a 23-year time period,
slightly less than a standard 30-year climatology. We then began
to explore how IQ could interpret and review the satellite and ice
chart data to develop a Mittimatalik specific sea ice climatology
based on IQ.

METHODS

The co-production of the Mittimatalik sea ice atlas occurred
over 3 years between 2019 and 2021, as outlined in Table 2.
During 2019 a majority of the co-development and training
was done in person in Mittimatalik. As the COVID-19
pandemic hit and travel restrictions were implemented, we
continued our collaborative work by mailing data to each
other on external drives and moving our training, discussions
and meetings on-line (Table 2). Bandwidth limitations in
the community reduced the use of videoconferencing as a
collaboration platform, and a majority of our interactions
were by text, telephone and e-mail in 2020 and 2021. This
section illustrates our preliminary steps, the development
and analysis of the break-up and freeze-up maps, and the
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TABLE 2 | Mittimatalik sea ice atlas co-production timelines and responsibilities.

Year Month Arreak Wilson

2
0
1
8 June–

December Archiving satellite imagery and CIS charts.

2
0
1
9

February In Mittimatalik: initial discussion on methods to interpret and map break-up.

March Develop remote sensing training.

April In Mittimatalik: Remote sensing training.

May–July
Remote sensing interpretation practice: monitoring spring break-up

conditions with satellite imagery on the SIKU website.

Develop training procedures for satellite imagery analysis

and digitizing break-up.

July
In Mittimatalik: external drive with archived satellite imagery provided to Arreak; training on interpretation and digitization of archived break-up

imagery, and discussion on methods to interpret and map freeze-up. Start of satellite imagery analysis for break-up.

September In Mittimatalik: reviewing work, sorting out issues.

October

Satellite imagery analysis and digitization for break-up continued.

Freeze-up data pre-processing: converted CIS charts to

raster, extracted ice type and fast ice parameters.

December

Develop training procedures for freeze-up analysis: creating

weekly average maps and yearly freeze-up maps in ArcMAP

and graphing trends in Excel.

2
0
2
0

February
In Mittimatalik: Training on freeze-up analysis of CIS charts.

External drive with freeze-up raster files provided to Arreak. Last trip before COVID.

C
O
V
ID

1
9
P
a
n
d
e
m
ic

March–May
Break-up GIS files copied to back-up external drive and mailed to Wilson. Break-up data processing: Converting digitized weekly maps

to raster for analysis.

August
Freeze-up analysis: developing weekly average maps, yearly freeze-up

maps, and graphing trends.

Develop training procedures for break-up analysis: create

weekly average maps, yearly freeze-up maps, and graphing

trends. Mailed copy of break-up raster files and analysis

procedures on external drive to Arreak.

September
E-mail freeze-up maps and graphs to Wilson.

Review freeze-up analysis and discuss results by phone.

October
Break-up analysis: Produce weekly average maps, yearly freeze-up maps

and trend graphs.
Testing initial color schemes and legends.

November
E-mail maps and graphs to Wilson.

Review break-up analysis and discuss results by phone.

December Sikumiut meeting: Initial results presented by Arreak (Wilson and Bell by phone).

2
0
2
1

January Finalizing map color schemes for visual accessibility and printing.

March Draft #1 of freeze-up maps printed and mailed to Mittimatalik. Sikumiut meeting to review draft freeze-up maps (Wilson and Bell by phone).

May
Draft #1 break-up maps and draft #2 freeze-up maps and text printed and mailed to Mittimatalik. Sikumiut meeting: review of draft maps and

translated text (Wilson and Bell by phone). Revisions to maps.

June–August Layout, drafting text and translation into Inuktitut.

September–

October
Review of draft atlas with translated text, make revisions.

November–

December
Printing of atlas and shipping to Mittimatalik.

process to create maps that were accessible and intuitive
for Mittimatalingmiut.

Preliminary Work
In 2018 Wilson began visually reviewing and archiving
RADARSAT-1 (1997–2013) and RADARSAT-2 (2009–2019)
imagery between October and July. Cloud free MODIS (2000–
2019) imagery were visually reviewed between mid-February to
the end of October when the region has adequate daylight hours
for optical imagery (NASA, 2019). Weekly satellite coverage of
the Mittimatalik area averaged 3 per week with RADARSAT data
and an additional 2 per week withMODIS data during the freeze-
up and break-up periods, totalling ∼4,000 images archived.
Additionally 500 CIS weekly charts were also archived from the
CIS (ECCC, 2021).

Once the data was archived, we began planning training for
Arreak to learn how to interpret the satellite imagery. Optical
imagery is fairly easy to interpret because it is very similar to
a color photograph. However, SAR imagery can be difficult to
interpret for untrained users and requires a shift in thinking to
understand that these images represent the surface roughness of
the earth. For example, dark smooth areas in SAR imagery can
commonly be areas of open water and/or smooth sea ice. The
goals of this pilot satellite imagery training were two-fold: (1) so
Arreak could interpret the satellite imagery using his IQ to map
the safe and unsafe sea ice travel conditions around Mittimatalik
from 1997 to 2019; and (2) so SmartICE operators could start
using publicly available satellite data from SIKU and Polar View
on-line platforms in their day-to-day SmartICE operations (Polar
View, 2019; Arctic Eider Society, 2020).
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In April 2019, a 4-day satellite interpretation training session
was held in Mittimatalik to pilot this training with Arreak
and two other Inuit SmartICE operators from Qikiqtarjuaq
(Jenny Mosesie) and Arviat (Robert Karetak) (Wilson et al.,
2020). This training was then put into practice between May
and July with the three SmartICE operators monitoring their
regions in near real-time during the 2019 sea ice break-up
season by accessing the satellite imagery on the SIKU website
(Table 2).

Break-Up Maps
Arreak and Wilson began co-developing the IQ-based sea ice
climatology methods in February 2019 (Table 2). We began by
looking at the spring and early summer satellite imagery together
to understand what sea ice features could be identified in the
imagery, and what was important from an Inuit perspective to
capture in the imagery.

The interpretation of sea ice in satellite imagery for
charting is based on an international standard established by
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). The Manual
of Standard Procedures for Observing and Reporting Ice
Conditions (MANICE) defines and describes the navigational
terms for sea ice (ECCC, 2005). The MANICE terms evolved
primarily by identifying sea ice from a bird’s eye view using
aircraft and helicopters from the 1960’s to 1990’s, and since
the late 1990’s using predominantly satellites. We reviewed
Sikumiut’s sea ice terms to determine if we could use Inuit
specific ice types instead of the MANICE ice types to classify
the satellite imagery. It was difficult to identify these specific ice
types during break-up at the resolution of the MODIS (250m)
and RADARSAT ScanSAR Wide (100m) imagery. While the
MANICE terms evolved from above looking down at the sea ice
surface, the Inuktitut sea ice terms evolved from traveling on the
sea ice, at a scale of <1m (Wilson et al., in press). The spatial
scales of the Sikumiut sea ice terms did not align with the scale
of the available satellite imagery. We then discussed classifying
the imagery using the MANICE sea ice types since they were
at the scale of the satellite imagery, however for break-up the
MANICE types do not indicate the stage of melt or break-up. For
example, ice that is classified as thick first year ice in May, will
remain this ice type until the area completely melts and becomes
open water.

Ice charts describe sea ice conditions using a numeric code
called “the egg code” (ECCC, 2005). Numbers are used in the
egg code to eliminate language barriers in the polar navigational
community. Polygons are drawn on the satellite imagery around
homogenous areas of sea ice and the numeric egg code describes
up to three sea ice types, their concentrations (expressed in
tenths) and floe sizes within the polygon (Figure 4A). Using
these eggs codes, captains navigate through ice-free, or lower
concentrations of ice, avoiding higher concentrations of moving
ice dangerous for navigation. Estimating sea ice concentrations
for the Mittimatalik climatology was also discussed. For example,
break-up is often based on when ice concentrations, are
<5/10ths (Archer et al., 2017; Segal et al., 2020b). Arreak
did not feel that 5/10th concentration was a useful threshold
to determine break-up in Mittimatalik. Break-up in the area

does not occur all at once, it occurs in different areas and
at different times, and is often linked to the stability of
the sinaangit.

What Arreak felt was climatologically important to map were
locations of rough sea ice, aajurait, sinaagnit, and areas of sea
ice breakup that were no longer safe for travel (open water
and/or areas with numerous breaks in the ice). We first looked
at roughness, as SAR imagery has been used to develop sea ice
surface roughness maps for Inuit travel (Segal et al., 2020a).
However, when traveling on the ice, areas in the SAR image that
are rough can actually be smooth for sea ice travel with sufficient
snow cover. In the spring, as puddles and melt ponds form on
the sea ice, the presence of water dominates the SAR backscatter
resulting in smooth areas on the SAR image, masking the ice
surface underneath. For the purpose of this historical analysis,
we were concerned that ice roughness would be overestimated
in winter and underestimated during spring melt. Therefore,
we removed sea ice roughness as a parameter and focused on
mapping aajurait, sinaagnit, and areas of break-up. The latter
were defined as areas that were no longer safe for travel. The
break-up areas could include open water, melting sea ice and/or
areas with multiple aajurait, which would no longer be safe to
travel on.

Wilson used the CIS climatologymethods as initial inspiration
for the Mittimatalik climatology. Using the same climatological
weeks as the CIS, Arreak reviewed and interpreted the satellite
data for each week. Arreak was trained using ArcMap 10.5
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software to digitize the
weekly locations of aajurait, sinaagnit and areas of break-up.
Arreak spent half of his time over 6months (Table 2) interpreting
the imagery and digitizing maps. Arreak interpreted each week
of the archived satellite data from late May until early August to
create 10 weekly maps per year. This weekly analysis for break-
up was repeated for each year from 1997 to 2019 (23 years),
to create 230 weekly maps, analyzing ∼2,000 satellite images
in total.

As Arreak and Wilson reviewed the satellite data, they made
notes detailing:

• the dates when the snow melted, and when the sea ice became
visible in the MODIS imagery;

• when areas of open water on the sea ice first became visible in
the MODIS and RADARSAT imagery; and

• the final break-up dates for the Tursukattak and Navy Board
sinaangit as detected in the MODIS and/or RADARSAT
imagery (±2 days).

The RADARSAT SCW data was block averaged to reduce speckle
for interpretation, reducing the resolution to 200m. The MODIS
imagery was interpreted with a resolution of 250m. Wilson
converted the weekly break-up polygons to raster in ArcMAP
with a cell size of 500 m2. Each cell in the maps were assigned
a value of 1 for break-up and 0 for tuvaq. Training focused
on ArcMap spatial analysis tools to create weekly and yearly
maps of average ice conditions, and to compare differences
between years. Arreak developed weekly average break-up maps
by adding together all the maps for the same climatological
week over the 23-year record (1997–2019). The summed values
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provided an indication of how often break-up occurred in
this cell over the 23-year record. For example, if the summed
value was equal to 18, this meant that break-up occurred in
this particular cell 18 times out of 23 years, or 78% of the
time. The categories in the weekly maps were developed to
indicate the following safe travel conditions: (1) dangerous;
(2) frequently dangerous; (3) sometimes dangerous; and (4)
generally safe (Table 3). The total area of break-up was calculated
to determine and compare how much of the Mittimatalik region
was breaking up each week. These percentages were exported to
Microsoft Excel and Arreak generated graphs to analyse trends
and variability in Mittimatalik’s sea ice conditions over 23 years.
Wilson performed linear regressions and tested the regressions
for statistical significance.

Sikumiut hadmentioned on several occasions that the greatest
change in sea ice has occurred in the last decade. While graphs
can indicate trends and variability in break-up over the years,
we wanted to develop maps to understand where break-up was
occurring earlier. Using the same procedures for the weekly
frequency of break-up maps, Wilson summed the maps for the
same climatological weeks for the first 13 years (1997–2009) and
the last 10 years (2010–2019). These maps were reclassified into
four categories based on how often break-up was occurring in
the area in the two separate time periods: 0–25% of the time; 25–
50% of the time; 50–75% of the time; and 75–100% of the time
(Table 4). The two reclassified time period maps were then added
together to produce unique cell values that were grouped into
5 categories to indicate where break-up has changed the most
during the last 10 years: earlier; sometimes earlier; no change;
sometimes later; and later (Table 4).

Freeze-Up Maps
Post-analysis of sea ice freeze-up in the MODIS and RADARSAT
satellite imagery proved challenging. It was difficult to historically
map the fluid and dynamic sea ice conditions that moved with the
winds and ocean currents until they consolidate in early winter
(Figure 4B). We again looked to the weekly CIS charts, as they
were created using satellite data and meteorological observations
in near-real time (Figure 4A). We discussed using the ice charts
concentrations as a way to classify freeze-up, based on a threshold
of concentrations >5/10ths (Archer et al., 2017; Segal et al.,
2020b). Again, what Arreak felt was most important to know
during freeze-up was when the sea ice was safe to travel on, and
when the sinaagnit were forming, the 5/10ths threshold did not
convey this information. We also looked at the MANICE ice
types to infer the thickness of the sea ice. For example, estimating
ice types >1 foot (30 cm) as safe for travel. While some hunters
are experienced and knowledgeable to travel on newer ice types,
for most community members safe travel is considered possible
once the ice becomes tuvaq (Wilson et al., in press).

The CIS charts do code tuvaq once first-year ice
concentrations reach 9+ and 10/10ths (Figure 4A). As a
result, we used the CIS weekly ice charts over a 13-week
period between October and December to capture Mittimatalik
freeze-up. Historically, ice chart production ceased for the
Mittimatalik region near the end of November as the sea ice
froze and ships left the region, therefore there are no weekly

ice charts available for the month of December between 1997
and 2005. With improved satellite coverage starting in 2006,
the CIS began producing weekly charts into the winter months.
Benoit Montpetit (ECCC Wildlife S&T Branch) developed
scripts for us to extract the landfast ice polygons from the charts
and convert to raster. Each cell in the maps were assigned a
value of 1 for tuvaq and 0 if it wasn’t tuvaq. The production of
freeze-up average weekly maps, difference maps, yearly maps
and trends and variability analysis followed the same steps as
for break-up.

Accessible Atlas Colors and Legends
As the siku asijjipallianinga was going to be something
completely new for Mittimatalingmiut, it was important to
develop maps that were intuitive, culturally accessible, and
distinct by season and map type. We spent several months
testing different color schemes for the maps in the atlas. Certain
colors tend to be intuitive, for example green for safe, red
for dangerous and blue for water. Red and green diverging
colors were not used in the same map out of considerations
for people with color blindness. Red and blue, pink and green,
and purple and orange are recommended contrasting colors
for color accessibility (Brewer et al., 2002). We tested using
red for dangerous conditions and blue for safer conditions in
the weekly average travel freeze-up maps. However, for Inuit,
dangerous sea ice travel conditions are often because of open
water, so using blue to indicate safer travel conditions was
counter intuitive.We reached consensus on using the contrasting
colors of green to indicate safer travel conditions and pink
for more dangerous travel conditions for the weekly average
travel maps.

With 6 different maps in the atlas we were concerned that
having 6 different legends would be confusing for users. For the
weekly average travel maps, we tested and refined using green
for safer travel conditions and pink for more dangerous travel
conditions in order to have the same color scheme for freeze-
up and break-up (Table 5). The categories in the weekly maps
were also developed so they could be used in both the freeze-
up and break up maps (Tables 3, 5). For the difference maps, we
also tested a color scheme that could be used for both the freeze-
up and break-up. Orange to indicate earlier freeze-up or break-
up, and purple to indicate later freeze-up or break-up (Table 5).
Once again, the categories in the difference maps could be
used for both freeze-up and break-up: (1) earlier; (2) sometimes
earlier; (3) no change; (4) sometimes later; and (5) later
(Table 5).

For the yearly maps, a sequential color scheme was more
intuitive and preferred by all. For enough contrast in viewing and
printing sequentially colored maps, no more than 6 shades of the
same color are recommended (Brewer et al., 2002). We selected a
red sequential color scheme for break-up so red could indicate
dangerous travel areas (Table 5). Arreak initially digitized 10
weeks for break-up, but in the end, we found that negligible
break-up occurred in the first 3 weeks (May 28 to June 27) of
the record, so these 3 weeks were removed. In the end, yearly
break-up maps in the atlas represent 7 weeks, between June 18
and August 5; from 1997 to 2019 (Table 5). We could not reduce
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TABLE 3 | Weekly average break-up map categories.

Weekly frequency of break-up

1997–2019 (23 years total) Average travel conditions

# of years the area was breaking-up Percentage of time the area was breaking-up Reclassified value

1–5 years 0–25% 1 Generally safe

6–10 years 25–50% 2 Sometimes dangerous

11–16 years 50–75% 3 Frequently dangerous

17–23 years 75–100% 4 Dangerous

TABLE 4 | Classifications for the difference in the frequency of break-up maps for two time periods.

1997–2009

First 13 years

2010–2019

Last 10 years

Difference map

First 13 + Last 10 values

# of years % of time Reclassified

value

# of years % of time Reclassified

value

New value Percent

change

Legend category

0–4 0–25% 0 0–2 0–50% 2 0 + 2 = 2 0 No change

0–4 0–25% 0 3–5 25–50% 20 0 + 20 = 20 +25% Sometimes earlier

0–4 0–25% 0 6–7 50–75% 200 0 + 200 = 200 +50% Earlier

0–4 0–25% 0 8–10 75–100% 2,000 0 + 2,000 = 2,000 +75% Earlier

5–7 25–50% −10 0–2 0–50% 2 (−10) + 2 = (−8) (−25%) Sometimes later

5–7 25–50% −10 3–5 25–50% 20 (−10) + 20 = 10 0 No change

5–7 25–50% −10 6–7 50–75% 200 (−10) + 200 = 190 +25% Sometimes earlier

5–7 25–50% −10 8–10 75–100% 2,000 (−10) + 2,000 = 1,990 +50% Earlier

7–9 50–75% −100 0–2 0–50% 2 (−100) + 2 = (−98) (−50%) Later

7–9 50–75% −100 3–5 25–50% 20 (−100) + 20 = (−80) (−25%) Sometimes later

7–9 50–75% −100 6–7 50–75% 200 (−100) + 200 = 100 0 No change

7–9 50–75% −100 8–10 75–100% 2,000 (−100) + 2,000 = 1,900 +25% Sometimes earlier

10–13 75–100% −1,000 0–2 0–50% 2 (−1,000) + 2 = (−998) (−75%) Later

10–13 75–100% −1,000 3–5 25–50% 20 (−1,000) + 20 = (−980) (−50%) Later

10–13 75–100% −1,000 6–7 50–75% 200 (−1,000) + 200 = (−800) (−25%) Sometimes later

10–13 75–100% −1,000 8–10 75–100% 2,000 (−1,000) + 2,000 = 1,000 0 No change

the number of weeks to six to meet printing recommendations,
but in reviewing the printed maps, we felt there was sufficient
contrast for the 7 weeks.

The yearly freeze-up maps initially showed freeze-up over 13
weeks, too many classes for a single color scheme. Negligible
freeze-up occurred between October 1 and 21 over the record,
so these 3 weeks were removed. Very little change in freeze-
up also occurred during the following 2-week periods of (1)
October 22 to November 4 when freeze-up is just starting; (2)
December 4–16; and (3) December 17–20 when the sea ice

growth slows as it consolidates. These three, 2-week periods were
merged reducing the number of classes for the yearly freeze-up
maps to eight (Table 5). A sequential three-color scheme used
yellow for late October; green for November; blue for December;
and dark blue for remaining areas of open water at the end of
December (Table 5; Brychtová et al., 2015). For the freeze-up and
break-up yearly maps, the lightest colors indicate the areas in
which sea ice is present for the longest period of time and the
darkest colors where sea ice was present for the shortest amount
of time.
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TABLE 5 | Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga legend categories and color schemes.

Atlas maps Legend color/category

1. Weekly average travel

conditions for freeze-up

and break-up

Dangerous

Frequently dangerous

Sometimes dangerous

Generally safe

2. Weekly difference maps for

freeze-up and break-up

Earlier

Sometimes earlier

No change

Sometimes later

Later

3. Yearly freeze-up maps
Oct 22 to Nov 4

2 weeks
Nov 5–11 Nov 12–18 Nov 19–25 Nov 26 to Dec 2

Dec 3–16

2 weeks

Dec 17–30

2 weeks
Open water

4. Yearly break-up maps June 11–24 June 25 to July 1 July 2–8 July 9–15 July 19–22 July 23–29 July 30 to Aug 5

Across all maps
Outside travel region

Land

Finally, we also wanted to ensure that each color was used
only once for consistency across all the maps, for example not
using blue for ice in one map and blue for water in another map.
Although not perfect, considerable effort was put into selecting
the colors and developing the legends to reduce the number
of legends from 6 to 4 and to ensure they were accessible and
culturally intuitive for Mittimatalingmiut (Table 5). Sikumiut
reviewed the maps and legends at meetings in December 2020,
March andMay 2021 (Figure 3B). During these meetings we also
discussed what we would call this sea ice climatology in Inuktitut.
Sikumiut decided on the “Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga”
(changes of the sea ice).

RESULTS

The Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga project includes the
following 14 products to capture the sea ice climatology for the
community between 1997 and 2019. Samples of these products
are illustrated below (Figures 4–15) as we review the averages,
trends, and variability in the sea ice freeze-up and break-up
seasons over the 23-year climatology.

Freeze-up, October 22 to Dec 20, (1997–2019):

1) Ten weekly average tuvaq maps (e.g., Figure 5)
2) Summary graph of average tuvaq formation by week

(Figure 6)
3) Summary graph showing the weekly variability in tuvaq

formation (Figure 7A)
4) Summary graph illustrating the weekly frequency of tuvaq

formation (Figure 7B)
5) Twenty-three maps showing the spatial formation of tuvaq

for each year (e.g., Figure 8)
6) Six weekly difference maps showing areas where tuvaq is

forming earlier or later in the last 10 years (e.g., Figure 9)

Break-up, June 18 to July 29, (1997–2019):

7) Frequency graph illustrating the key indicators for break-up
(Figure 10A)

8) Graphs of the Navy Board and Tursukattak sinaangit average
break-up dates (Figures 10B,C)

9) Six weekly average break-up maps (e.g., Figure 11)
10) Summary graph of average break-up by week (Figure 12)
11) Summary graph highlighting the weekly variability in break-

up (Figure 13A)
12) Summary graph illustrating the critical weeks for break-up

(Figure 13B)
13) Twenty-three maps showing spatial break-up of sea ice for

each year (e.g., Figure 14)
14) Six weekly difference maps showing areas where the sea

ice is breaking up earlier or later in the last 10 years
(e.g., Figure 15).

Freeze-Up Results
For the week of November 5–11, there is an average of
38% (std dev 35%) tuvaq in the region with initial areas of
tuvaq forming in the southern inlets and sounds; however,
the sea ice is not normally safe for community travel
(Figure 5A). By the weeks of November 12–18 and 19–25,
tuvaq formation averages 58–71% (std dev 35–32%), both
sinaangit are establishing in Navy Board and Tursukattak, and
normally the sea ice is safe for Mittimatalingmiut to travel
in the southern inlets and sounds (Figures 5B,C). While the
sea ice in Navy Board Inlet is generally safe for travel on by
November 19–25, it is normally inaccessible until the formation
of tuvaq in Tasiujaq. On average, tuvaq increases to 80%
(std dev 27%) during the week of November 26-December 3
and Mittimatalingmiut are normally able to travel from the
community west into Tasiujaq (Figure 5D). By the week of
December 24–30, the region averages 97% (std dev 4%) tuvaq
and Mittimatalingmiut are normally traveling to the Tursukattak
sinaa (Figure 5E).

While freeze-up may be occurring later in other areas of the
Arctic, we found no significant trends in the weekly formation
of tuvaq between 1997 and 2019. These negligible trends are a
result of the high variability in the formation of tuvaq during
freeze-up between 1997 and 2019 (Figure 6). However, this
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FIGURE 5 | Weekly average tuvaq maps showing freeze-up for the Mittimatalik region, 1997–2019. (A) Average tuvaq, November 5–11. (B) Average tuvaq,

November 12–18. (C) Average tuvaq, November 19–25. (D) Average tuvaq, November 26–December 3. (E) Average tuvaq, December 24–30.

variability is high only for particular weeks during freeze-up.
The initial freeze-up week of October 29 to November 4 shows
moderate variability, with an inter-quartile range (IQR) of 21%

(Figure 7A). The outliers correspond to the years of 2002 and
2018 that had unusually high percentages of tuvaq early in the
ice season (80 and 92%, respectively; see Figure 8A for the 2018
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FIGURE 6 | Summary graph of average tuvaq formation for freeze-up, 1997–2019. Each bar is a year showing the weekly percentage of tuvaq freeze-up by color:

yellow for late October; green for November; blue for December; and dark blue for remaining areas of open water at the end of December. Years with more blue

represent the late formation of tuvaq. Years with more yellow represent the early formation of tuvaq.

map). The subsequent 3 weeks show the largest variability in
tuvaq formation: November 5–11 with an IQR of 70%; November
12–18 with an IQR of 58%; and November 19–25 with an IQR
of 47%. Later into the freeze-up season, this variability decreases
significantly with an IQR of 4–7% for the weeks of November
26 to December 2, December 3–16, and December 17–20. The
week of November 26 to December 2 had five outlier years
corresponding to 1998, 2000, 2005, 2006, and 2010, in which
tuvaq formation was unusually late. The 2005 freeze-up season
had only 1% tuvaq by this week and the 2006 season had the
second lowest percentage of tuvaq at 25% (see Figure 8B for the
2006 map).

A visual analysis of the yearly tuvaq freeze-up maps showed
no spatial differences in where the tuvaq and sinaangit formed
initially, or their subsequent expansion in early, average or late
freeze-up years. While there is large variability for when the
sea ice freezes, the spatial patterns for progressive expansion
of tuvaq and sinaangit were highly consistent throughout the
climatology. The weekly average maps (Figure 5) capture this
consistent spatial pattern of freeze-up for all years except 1998
when tuvaq formed last in Tasiujaq (Figure 5; see Figure 8C for
1998 map).

To understand which weeks were critical for tuvaq formation
during freeze-up, those with the highest percentages of tuvaq

formation were tabulated for each year from 1997 to 2019
(Figure 7B). The weeks with the highest frequency of tuvaq
formation were November 5–11 (26%) and November 12–18
(30%). Together, these 2 weeks comprise on average 56% of the
annual formation of tuvaq and highlight the importance of this
freeze-up period in early November.

The weekly difference maps show the spatial change in tuvaq
within the last 10 years (Figure 9). The week of November 5–
11 shows that tuvaq is forming earlier in some of the southern
inlets and sounds (Figure 9A). The weeks of November 19 to
December 2 show that tuvaq has been freezing up earlier in
Tasiujaq and into Navy Board Inlet (Figures 9D,E). These results
are counter intuitive to our expectations. Because we aremapping
immobile tuvaq, this earlier freeze-up cannot be due to an
increase of imported ice. Sikumiut were also perplexed to see
freeze-up happening earlier in certain areas and during certain
weeks, as this does not align with their IQ. It would be interesting
to have Inuit map the freeze-up of sea ice in real-time to compare
with the CIS charts to understand if there are differences in how
Inuit and the CIS would interpret tuvaq freeze-up.

Break-Up Results
The start of the break-up season begins with snowmelt on land.
Snowmelt increases local river runoff, flooding and melting the
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FIGURE 7 | (A) Summary graph of the weekly variability in tuvaq formation for freeze-up, 1997–2019. The box outlines the interquartile range, the average range in

the variability of tuvaq formation for a particular week over the 23-year period (1997–2019). The line through the box is the median and the X denotes the mean. The

vertical “whisker” lines show the minimum and maximum values. The dots correspond to outliers, or years with unusual tuvaq percentages. (B) Weekly frequency of

tuvaq formation, 1997–2019.

sea ice at the mouths of rivers. The onset of snowmelt was
detectable in the MODIS imagery in 17 of 23 years (74%) for
the week of June 11–17 (Figure 10A). By the following week of
June 18–24, areas of open water became visible in the satellite
imagery in the southeast inlets and mouths of local rivers, as was
captured in the average break-up maps (Figure 11A). Typically,
the sea ice is still safe for travel during the week of June 25
to July 1 with an average of only 7% (std dev 7%) of the area
breaking-up (Figure 11B). By July 2–8, the area is averaging
19% (std dev 13%) break-up. Areas that are no longer safe for
sea ice travel are expanding in the south and southeast sounds
and inlets, and along the coastlines. Travel to both sinaangit
are less safe (Figure 11C). The week of July 9–15 shows how
quickly the break-up season advances (Figure 11D). While the
region on average is 47% (std dev 24%) broken-up, break-
up around the community is advanced, and Mittimatalingmiut

are no longer able to access safe areas for sea ice travel from
the community. By July 16–22 the area averages 80% (std dev
21%) break-up (Figure 11F) and the Tursukattak and Navy
Board sinaangit normally break-up this week (Figures 10B,C).
On average, by the week of July 23–29 the area is 94%
(std dev 8%) broken-up (not shown), and Mittimatalingmiut
are waiting for the remaining ice to melt, or be exported
by winds and ocean currents, to begin hunting and fishing
by boat.

Only the week of July 2–8 showed a trend toward earlier
break-up in Mittimatalik region with an R2 = 0.34 (p < 0.5).
There is also a high amount of variability in sea ice break-up,
and earlier break-up has become more frequent in the last 10
years (Figure 12). The variability in weekly break-up was not as
large compared to freeze-up (Figure 13A). For the first 3 weeks
of break-up, variability is minimal: June 18–24 has an IQR of
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FIGURE 8 | Yearly maps showing the spatial formation of tuvaq for the Mittimatalik region. (A) Example from 2018 showing the weekly freeze-up spatial pattern during

years when the tuvaq formation was unusually early. (B) An example from 2006 showing of the weekly freeze-up spatial pattern during years when the tuvaq formation

was unusually late. (C) The one exception to the normal freeze-up pattern in 1998 when tuvaq formed last in Eclipse Sound.

3%; June 25 to July 2 an IQR of 10%; and July 2–8 an IQR
of 12%. The outliers for the week of July 2–8 correspond to
the 2016 and 2019 seasons that broke up unusually early. The
2019 season had the earliest break-up on record with 97% of
the region broken-up by July 9–15 (see Figure 14A for 2019
map). At the mid-point of break-up, variability increases with
the weeks of July 9–15 and July 16–22 having IQRs of 34 and
24%, respectively (Figure 13A). The outlier for the week of July
16–22 corresponds to the 2002 season, with only 32% of the sea
ice broken-up this week. The final week of break-up, July 23–29,
had minimal variability with an IQR of 3%. The outliers for the
week of July 23–29 correspond to the years of 1999 and 2005.
The year of 2005 had the latest break-up in our record with
only 64% of the sea ice broken-up this week (see Figure 14B for
2005 map).

The Navy Board sinaa has been breaking up earlier in the last
10 years. For example, 2011, 2013, and 2016 represent the earliest
break up years in our 23-year record (Figure 10C). The trend for
the Navy Board sinaa had an R2 = 0.18 (p < 0.05; Figure 10C).
When compared to the two earliest tuvaq break-up years of 2016
and 2019, the Navy Board sinaa responded in 2016 with the
earliest break-up date in our record (July 01). However, for 2019,
the Navy Board sinaa break-up date was near normal around July
15th. Sikumiut have also discussed that the Tursukattak sinaa is

not as stable as it has been in the past. The Tursukattak sinaa
shows a moderate trend for earlier break-up in July with an R2

= 0.42 (p < 0.05; Figure 10B). The Tursukattak sinaa broke-up
early in the anomalous years of 2016 and 2019. In 2016, it broke
around July 10 and in 2019 around July 7, the earliest break-up
date for this sinaa in the record.

The sinaangit can fracture and sections of tuvaq can break
off to form a new sinaa during the break-up season (Figure 14).
The yearly maps were analyzed to understand if the Tursukattak
sinaa fractures and retreats to any consistent locations during
break-up. The Tursukattak sinaa fractured to a variety of
locations; however, in 17 out of 23 years (74% of the time),
it did fracture to a location called Ukkuanguaq (Figure 14).
Additionally, in 16 out of these 17 years, Ukkuanguaq is
the last location of the Tursukattak sinaa before the tuvaq
completely breaks-up.

The outlier break-up years from Figure 13A were visually
analyzed for any differences in spatial patterns for where and
when the sea ice broke-up. The patterns were consistent with
the seasonal spatial evolution of the average break-up maps in
Figure 11. However, Arreak explained that in some years, the
sea ice in front of the community can break-up earlier than
at the Tursukattak sinaa. To continue to hunt and fish as long
as possible, Mittimatalingmiut will travel overland to access
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FIGURE 9 | Weekly difference maps showing areas where tuvaq is forming earlier or later in the last 10 years (2010–2019). (A) Difference map, October 29–November

4. (B) Difference map, November 5–11. (C) Difference map, November 12–18. (D) Difference map, November 19–25. (E) Difference map, November 26–December 3.

the sea ice just past Igarjuaq (Mount Herodier; Figure 1). The
average break-up maps did not capture this pattern, so we again
visually reviewed the individual yearly maps. This type of break-
up pattern occurred 11 out of 23 years, just less than half of
the time (48%) in the years of 1998, 1999, 2000, 2003, 2006,
2007, 2009, 2011, 2015, 2018, and 2019 (see Figure 14C for 2006
map). This pattern of break-up was fairly random and there
was no increase in the frequency of this pattern of break-up
in the last 10 years. Finally, we examined whether the spatial
and temporal patterns of sea ice freeze-up in the fall influences
sea ice break-up patterns in late spring, but no obvious patterns
were detected.

To understand the critical periods for sea ice break-up, the
weeks with the highest percentages of break-up were extracted for
each year from 1997 to 2019. Figure 13B shows that a majority
of break-up is distributed over a 3-week period from July 9 to
29. The week with the highest average percentages of break-up
was July 16–22, in which almost half of the annual break-up
occurs (48%).

The weekly difference maps show spatially where sea ice
break-up is changing the most in the last 10 years of the
climatology (2010–2019; Figure 15). The June 25-July 1 and July
2–8 differencemaps show that the sea ice is breaking up earlier in:
the sounds and inlets; at river mouths; in front of Mittimatalik;
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FIGURE 10 | (A) Frequency graph for indicators of break-up, 1997–2019. (B) Graph showing the Tursukattak sinaa July break-up dates, 1997–2019. (C) Graph

showing the Navy Board sinaa July break-up dates, 1997–2019.
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FIGURE 11 | Maps showing weekly average break-up conditions June 18 to July 22, 1997–2019. (A) Average break-up, June 18–24. (B) Average break-up, June

25–July 1. (C) Average break-up, July 2–8. (D) Average break-up, July 9–15. (E) Average break-up, July 16–22.
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FIGURE 12 | Summary of average break-up between June 18 to Aug 5, 1997–2019. Each bar is a year showing the weekly percentage of break-up by color: dark

red for late June; medium red for early July; and light red for the end of July. Years with darker red represent years that broke-up early. Years with more light red

represent years that broke-up late.

and at the northern tip of the Tursukattak sinaa (Figures 15A,B).
The July 9–15 and July 16–22 difference maps show greater
break-up in Milne Inlet and Tursukattak (Figures 15C,D). The
July 16–22 difference map also shows a greater amount of
break-up occurring this week in Milne Inlet and Tasiujaq. The
July 23–29 difference map shows no spatial changes in sea ice
break-up during the last 10 years (Figure 15E).

DISCUSSION

The Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga not only documents
trends, spatial patterns and locations of sea ice change in the
Mittimatalik region, but it also addresses community-identified
questions from an Inuit point of view, and at spatial and temporal
scales that assessments such as the IPCC SROCC currently
cannot address. Our discussion first looks at the benefits of this
IQ-based based climatology and its application for community
and regional sea ice travel safety.We then discuss the value of this
IQ-based sea ice climatologies to meet their Mittimatalingmiut
environmental assessment needs.

IQ-Based Research for Community
Adaptation Needs
It is important to note that this research is not an example
of integrating or incorporating IQ into western science. These
approaches tend to select IQ that fits or validates western

research questions (Bravo, 2009; Bohensky and Maru, 2011; ITK,
2016; McGrath, 2018). In this IQ-based sea ice climatology, we
turned typical research approaches inside out by utilizing western
science data sources to apply IQ to Inuit research questions
(Bell, 2016). In this project, the satellite imagery and CIS charts
were used to apply Sikumiut’s IQ to the reconstruction of a 23-
year ice climatology at seasonal to weekly scales. Additionally,
IQ determined the approach to the analysis, filled gaps in
the analysis and in the interpretation of the results to answer
Mittimatalingmiut sea ice adaptation needs.

Arreak’s teachings and travel experience allowed him to
interpret the sea ice break-up in the satellite imagery based on
his IQ and from an Inuit travel safety perspective. He was able to
identify in the satellite imagery early signs of melt and aajurait
in the satellite imagery that would have remained undetected
without this context specific IQ and on-ice experience. Arreak
digitized the locations of hundreds of aajurait over the 23 break-
up seasons. In our GIS analysis, we were unable to find any spatial
or temporal patterns for where and when, or if specific aajurait
were key locations for break-up. However, in the IQ workshops
Sikumiut mapped the main locations of the re-occurring aajurait
without hesitation (Figures 2A, 3A,B). Additionally, Sikumiut
already knew of the significance of the Ukkuanguaq aajuraq, but
being able to quantify that the Tursukattak sinaa fractures and
retreats to this location 74% of the time supports community sea
ice adaptation needs. For example, talks are already underway
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FIGURE 13 | (A) A summary of the weekly variability in break-up from 1997 to 2019. The box outlines the interquartile range, the average range in the variability of

break-up for each week over the 23-year period (1997–2019). The line through the box is the median and the X denotes the mean. The vertical “whisker” lines show

the minimum and maximum values. The dots correspond to outliers, or years with unusual break-up percentages. (B) Weekly frequency of break-up, 1997–2019.

to position time-lapse cameras and other monitoring equipment
at this location to provide Mittimatalingmiut advance notice of
break-up (Bell et al., 2020).

Arreak also pointed out that the average and difference break-
up maps did not capture the years when the sea ice in front of
the community breaks-up earlier than at the Tursukattak sinaa.
This is an important break-up pattern that occurred 11 out of 23
years, 48% of the time (Figure 14C). Without Arreak’s IQ, this
break-up pattern would have been missed if we relied solely on

statistical and GIS analyses. When you factor in that the sea ice is
breaking up earlier (Figure 15) with the fact the sea ice in front
of the community breaks-up first 48% of the time, access to the
Tursukattak sinaa is becoming extremely difficult in late June and
early July. Within the community, there have been suggestions
to build a road to Igarjuaq as an adaptation strategy to maintain
consistent access to the Tursukattak sinaa (Figure 1).

Sikumiut validated the average weekly break-up maps to
ensure that the maps aligned with their IQ (Figure 2B). The
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FIGURE 14 | Yearly maps showing the spatial break-up of sea ice for the Mittimatalik region. (A) Example from 2019 showing the weekly spatial pattern for an

unusually early break-up. (B) Example from 2005 showing the weekly spatial pattern for an unusually late break-up. (C) Example from 2006 showing the weekly

spatial pattern when the sea ice at the Tursukattak sinaa breaks last.

benefit of the weekly average and difference maps are that they
document and mobilize Sikumiut’s knowledge from a seasonal
to a weekly scale and highlight areas that have become more
dangerous for sea ice travel. During break-up, these weekly maps
can support travel planning. For example, by the week of June 25
to July 1,Mittimatalingmiut need to be cautious when traveling in
Tay Sound because on average, the sea ice is sometimes dangerous
(Figure 11B). By the week of July 2–8 travel in Tay Sound is
frequently dangerous (Figure 11C), but based on the increase
in break-up in the last 10 years, this area should sometimes
breaks-up early and should be avoided (Figure 15).

When you view the Sikumiut seasonal sea ice IQ spring
travel map (Figure 3B) compared with the weekly average break-
up maps (Figure 11), you will notice striking similarities in

the dangerous travel areas. However, the Sikumiut map shows
additional hazardous sea ice areas along the southeast shore of
Sirmilik (Bylot Island; Figure 1), around the Tursukattak sinaa,
and the main aajurait locations not captured in the weekly
average maps. To fill these gaps, the final version of the weekly
average maps will overlay Sikumiut’s additional IQ of aajurait and
hazardous travel area locations.

The Sikumiut seasonal sea ice IQ winter travel map shows
travel conditions once the sea ice has become tuvaq, in other
words when it is generally safe for travel (Figure 3A). Early
winter sea ice travel requires extreme caution and Sikumiut
recommends that only the most knowledgeable and experienced
hunters break initial snowmobile trails. Sikumiut would not
historically have the bird’s eye perspective of the region provided
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FIGURE 15 | Weekly difference maps showing areas where break-up is occurring earlier or later in the last 10 years (2010–2019). (A) Difference map, June 25–July 1.

(B) Difference map, July 2–8. (C) Difference map, July 9–15. (D) Difference map, July 16–22. (E) Difference map, July 23–29.

by the satellite data to monitor tuvaq formation. Sikumiut’s
freeze-up IQ is based on experiences passed down through
generations on where it is normally safe to access the sea ice
from the land in early winter. For example, Sikumiut members
know that on average the first areas of tuvaq formation are in
the southern inlets and sounds (Figure 5B). However, the weekly
average tuvaq maps for freeze-up, based on the CIS ice charts,
show the formation of tuvaq in Navy Board inlet, normally
inaccessible forMittimatalingmiut until the ice is safe for travel in
Tasiujaq. Sikumiut reviewed and validated these maps to support
travel planning in late freeze-up. For example, the November
12–18 map shows that the sea ice is normally not safe for travel
anywhere near the community this week (Figure 5C). By the

week of November 26 to December 2 it is normally safe to
travel on the sea ice from the community into Tasiujaq, but it
is normally still not safe for sea ice travel in Tursukattak until the
end of December (Figure 5E). Once more the Sikumiut winter
seasonal map provides additional detail, such as naggutiit, ivujuk,
and siku saattuq aragulimaamik not in the weekly freeze-up
maps. To fill these gaps, the final versions of the weekly maps
will overlay the locations of these Sikumiut features to enhance
the sea ice travel safety information for freeze-up.

In Canada’s north, search and rescue operations are a
complement of multi-jurisdictional partners. In Nunavut
communities, local volunteers in Mittimatalik are often the
first responders. Nunavut Emergency Management (NEM)
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coordinates at the Territorial scale. Based on the severity
and type of the incident, NEM can request support from the
following Federal agencies: Department of National Defense
(air); Royal Canadian Mounted Police (land); and Canadian
Coast Guard (sea). The Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga can
also support the safety and situational awareness of regional
and national search and rescue partners that would have a
limited knowledge of the area and local sea ice conditions. For
example, hazardous sea ice areas and areas of shelter to focus
search and rescue efforts. The weekly average maps would
support the effective, efficient and proactive deployment of
resources and assets (human or infrastructure based) based
on known areas of high risk at a weekly scale. Additionally,
community scale IQ-based sea ice climate maps would be
beneficial for national ice services. The presence of melt ponds
in the spring saturates the SAR imagery making it impossible to
identify sea ice features. As well, spring storms with significant
cloud cover can result in weeks without optical imagery. Ice
services would benefit from such community scale climate
atlas’ to help fill in satellite imagery gaps during the sea ice
break-up season.

IQ-Based Research for Environmental
Assessments
The normal open water season for shipping to the Mary River
mine is from August 5 to October 15 (Bourbonnais et al.,
2016). In 2020, BIM requested an extension to the shipping
season from approximately July 15 to November 15, based on
declining sea ice extent in the Arctic. An ice conditions shipping
assessment report was submitted to the Nunavut Impact Review
Board (NIRB) describing current shipping conditions to and
from the mine (Bourbonnais et al., 2016). The ice conditions
report highlights that climate change is resulting in sea ice
freezing up later and breaking up earlier in the Canadian
Arctic (Bourbonnais et al., 2016). The ice conditions report also
outlined that the sea ice conditions in the region are highly
variable, that climate change increases the risk of dangerous
mobile old ice floes, and that ice-breaking support would be
needed to ship during these shoulder seasons (Bourbonnais et al.,
2016).

Responses to the proposed BIM lengthening of the shipping
season have been sent from Sikumiut, the Mittimatalik
Hunters and Trappers Organization (MTHO) and the Canadian
Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) to NIRB. All
outline the importance of sea ice in the fall and late spring
for wildlife reproduction and migration, and concerns regarding
the impacts of noise from icebreaking on marine mammals
(DFO, 2019; MTHO, 2021; Sikumiut, 2021). Sikumiut and the
MTHO both outline the importance of sea ice for their culture
and food security. They also emphasize that their concerns are
based on IQ and that the environmental assessment process
has not given IQ an equivalent voice when understanding the
impacts of an extended shipping season on Mittimatalingmiut
(MTHO, 2021; Sikumiut, 2021). Although NIRB outlines that
their process is guided by IQ principles and that IQ has an
important contribution to make to the review process (NIRB,
2021), it has been very difficult for oral knowledge to compete

with technical reports and in evidence based decision-making
processes (White, 2006; Healey and Tagak, 2014; McGrath,
2018).

The Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga provides IQ-based
evidence concerning the proposed extended shipping seasons,
and raises some interesting questions. For example by the week
of November 12–18, Milne inlet averages 75–100% tuvaq and by
November 19–25, there is 50–75% tuvaq in northern Tasiujaq,
which would require a considerable amount of icebreaking
to ship through (Figures 5B,C). Figure 7A also shows that
a majority of tuvaq formation (56%) occurs in the first 2
weeks of November. Shipping during this critical period could
compromise the formation of tuvaq and the Tursukattak sinaa,
consequently affecting winter sea ice travel and wildlife. It
is interesting to note that both the ice conditions report
(Bourbonnais et al., 2016) and the siku asijjipallianinga used the
CIS charts to review freeze-up conditions. However, the shipping
report interpreted the data from a safe shipping perspective and
the siku asijjipallianinga from a safe sea ice travel and wildlife
perspective. While the shipping report notes that there is an
expectation that the sea ice extent inMittimatalik is declining due
to climate change, we found no trend toward later freeze-up, and
that in the last 10 years tuvaq freeze-up could be occurring earlier
in some areas. The Milne Inlet port shows signs of earlier tuvaq
freeze-up during the week of November 5–11 (Figure 5B), which
could have implications for the feasibility of extended shipping
at the port. Due to the high variability of freeze-up conditions
(Figure 7A), it is impossible to pre-determine a specific week
to cease shipping for the season. Sikumiut have recommended
that the end of the shipping season be assessed on a year-by-year
basis, according to the sea ice conditions at the time (Sikumiut,
2021).

The Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga also evaluated the
potential impacts to sea ice travel based on the proposal to start
shipping earlier around July 15. On average, by the week of July
16–22, the Mittimatalik region is 80% broken up (Figure 11E)
and normally the Navy Board and Tursukattak sinaangit break-
up this week (Figures 10B,C). Also for this week there is a
trend toward an earlier break-up of the Tursukattak sinaa (R2

= 0.42), and along the shipping route to Milne Inlet in the
last 10 years (Figure 15D). However, the break-up conditions
are variable (Figure 13A). For example, even in the two most
recent years in the record, Mittimatalingmiut experienced both
an early (2019, 97% break-up by July 9–15) and late (2018, 95%
break-up by July 23–29) break-up (Figure 11). Shipping earlier
into the first 2 weeks of July would compromise community
sea ice access to the Tursukattak sinaa in years when they are
experiencing a late break-up. A follow-up letter from Sikumiut
to NIRB is being sent to highlight this IQ-based evidence from
the Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga in preparation for the next
round of hearings.

CONCLUSION

Mittimatalik is just one out of 48 coastal communities in Inuit
Nunangat that need answers to their climate change questions.
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International assessments such as the IPCC SROCC cannot
address community-scale issues based on the current global
scale of the models and methodologies used. The community of
Mittimatalik is already dealing with the impacts of climate change
influencing sea ice conditions, compounded by the pressure to
increase shipping into the margins of the sea ice travel season. A
deep climatological history of sea ice continues to thrive in IQ,
but for many Inuit communities, it has yet to be documented.
In the Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga, IQ was the foundation
upon which their sea ice climatology was built. While satellite
imagery, CIS ice charts and other western methods were used
to document and mobilize this knowledge from a seasonal to
weekly time scale, IQ was the ultimate scientific authority in this
project. This ensured that the data were analyzed from an Inuit
travel safety perspective, and according to an intimate knowledge
of the local environmental conditions. As a result, this IQ-based
research was able identify greater detail in the supporting data, fill
gaps in the data, and provide direction on how interpret the data
to reveal patterns that western-based research methods could
not capture.

This atlas provides an adaptation tool that Mittimatalingmiut
can use for safe sea ice travel planning, for monitoring specific sea
ice indicators during break-up, and in planning alternative land
routes in late spring to maintain access to the Tursukattak sinaa.
These maps can also support the safety and situational awareness
at regional scales for search and rescue partners that would
have limited knowledge of local sea ice conditions. This project
provides a practical example for how to develop an IQ-based
sea ice climatology, and how this research approach can serve
local Inuit community needs and beyond at regional scales. There
would be a great benefit in expanding this work to other Inuit
communities to support local safe sea ice travel and emergency
management programs and practices across the Canada North.
This atlas also has great value to the larger scientific community
as climate change does not affect all areas of the Arctic equally.

The Mittimatalik siku asijjipallianinga demonstrates the
scientific merit of IQ and its value in environmental assessments.
The IQ-based evidence from the atlas shows that extending the
shipping season into the first 2 weeks of November and the first
2 weeks of July will compromise the integrity of the sea ice for
safe travel, and wildlife migration and reproduction. If shipping
is extended into the freeze-up and break-up seasons to support
mining activities, Mittimatalingmiut now have a baseline of their
local sea ice conditions with which to compare and provide
evidence for any future cumulative effects.

This co-produced research is also an example of the time
required to meaningfully engage and work with Indigenous
knowledge holders, whether its for environmental or scientific
assessments like the IPCC SROCC. It required an investment of
over 4 years in which Inuit were involved in the discussions from
the very beginning and throughout the research, not just during
a couple of workshops. By co-producing the research together
and agreeing from the beginning on how to collect, analyse, and
interpret the information, different knowledge systems can work
together to address community-scale issues missing in IPCC
SROCC reports.
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